


modern world ~ dwell on design
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•Business
of Design
Collaboration and education
among industry professionals
remain essential to bettering
architecture; design, and
landscaping projects around
the world.

Few other design events gather more
industry professionals together than
Dwell on Design. This year, as in years
past, we are proud to partner with
established organizations such as
the American Society of Interior
Designers, the American Institut~
of Architects, the American Society
of Landscape Architects, and the
Associati~n of Professional Landscape
Designers, among many others. Key
partners also include the U.S. Green
Building Council, which will offer
green-building-focused programs and
introduce an exciting new initiative
attheshow.
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Artecho
Before she founded the landscaping
component of the Venice, California-
based architectural firm Artecho,
American Society of Landscape
Architects (ASLA) member Pamela,
Palmer worked for PWP Landscape
Architecture. There, she contributed
to projects in the United States and
abroad, including in Shikoku and
Kobe, Japan. These experiences in-
formed her design aesthetic, which
revolves around the study of light. At the
show, P.almer will present Chasing the.
Light: living il'l.California Landscapes,
exploring how she shapes environ-
ments in which clients can experience
the beauty of light and landscape
throughout the day and year. Palmer's
talk will include specific examples
from her work-such as a project in
Northern California (Aand B)-and
offers ASLA credit. artecho.com
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Robin Wilson
Among the professional speakers
onstage and in our classrooms will
be members of the Sustainable
Furnishings Council, which seeks to
promote eco-friendly practices among
design manufacturers, retailers, and
consumers. New York-based designer
Robin Wilson, who recently recruited
a slew of design professionals to donate
their time to building the Eco Bungalow
for a Los Angeles family who lost every".
thing in a fire, will talk about creating
healthy environments for children.
robinwilsonhome.com

Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams
Celebrating 25 years in business this
year, the North Carolina-based
designers behind the Savoy chandelier
(c) and the Frida dining chair (D) will
give a presentation on furnishing small
spaces. mgbwhome.com >
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